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A guidepost or similar such post is; disclosed. The device is
a resilient elongate member (11) connected to a short flexible
elastic portion (15) by brackets (16) and. rivets (17) which
is connected to a metal peg (12) by brackets (16) and rivets
(17), which is driven into the ground by known tools without
the need for a post hole to be provided for. insertion. The
device c?n be bent over many times and return to its erect
position without breaking.

Claim

l.A guidepost or similar such post which is flexible, parti-
- cularly adjacent its. base when inserted into the ground^o
that it can easily bend when a force j.s exerted thereon, and
which has a. substantially hard spike or like arrangement
which enables it to be easily inserted, into the ground with

out the need for a post hole. to be provided for insertion.



GUIDEPOST

The present invention relates to posts" and, in particular , to a

guidepost or similar post which is flexible, particularly

adjacent its base when inserted into the ground, so that it can

5 easily bend when a force is exerted thereon, and which has a

substantially hard spike or like arrangement which enables it

to be easily inserted into vhe ground without the need. for a

post hole to be provided for insertion .The present invention

also relates to a guidepost or similar such post which is

lOflexible, particularly adjacent its base so that it can easily

bend when a force is exerted thereon, and which has a base or

like arrangement which enables it to be easily bolted or the

like to concrete or like surfaces.

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION

15ln most circumstances, guideposts are used to indicate the edge

of a road. One type of guideposts of one type are placed along

the shoulder of the- road' surface and stand about 1 to 1.5

metres high. These guideposts are relatively thin and preferably

have reflectors attached adjacent the top thereof .These guide-

iOposts are not used as. barriers but are positioned to indicate

the position and direction of the road and are generally used

on secondary roads or on safe sections of main roads or

highways

.

- Some of these types of guideposts are made from wood and are

25f6rced into the ground in a similar manner to a wooden stake or

a post hole must be provided for insertion. These wooden guide-

posts are easily damaged if a motor vehicle accidentally veers

off the road surface and collides with the guideposts and

frequently have to be replaced for this reason. They are also

30vulnerable to vandalism due to their nature. Some vandals have

been known to deliberately drive along the side of the road to

damage as many guideposts as possible. They can also be easily

vandalised by pedestrians walking along the side of the road,

who may also remove the guideposts for their own use as posts

35or as firewood .As . these types of wooden guideposts are so



susceptible to damage or ihert. their use is declining due to
the high replacement cos's of materials as well as labour.

Another form of these types of guideposts is made from a metal'
stake. Once again these metal guideposts are'driven into the

5 ground. but unlike the wooden guideposts are sturdy and can
cause damage to a motor vehicle and occupants if the motor
vehicle collides therewith. Therefore for safety reasons the use
of these metal guideposts is unsatisfactory;

Another form of the aforementioned guideposts is made from
10 resilient material, such as high density polyethylene or similar

material. which is able to bend when hit by a colliding motor
vehxcle.The idea behind. the use of such resilient guideposts is
that the guideposts are easily bent. and therefore they do not
cause serious damage to the motor vehicle. and the occupants

15 are saved from injury.A problem associated with these types of
guideposts is that they cannot pe driven into the ground like
the abovementioned wooden and metal stakes. Post holes must be
dug prior to insertion of the resilient guideposts. This labour

_
intensive operation adds to the cost of their use and there-

to fore tends to restrict their use.

Another problem associated with these resilient guideposts isthat if the guideposts are bent a number of times by motor
vehicle.. they become stressed and do not return to an upright
position when bent, If this is the case they become ineffective

25 and must be replaced in a similar manner to the wooden and
.
metal guideposts. -

Therefore it is believed that there is a need to have a guide-
Post which is: resilient to cause minor or no. damage to a colli-ding motor, vehicle .flexible so that it returns to its desired

30 upright positioned has means by which the guidepost is easily
inserted or attached to the ground.
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US£-d aS marker« for ™ds the like. however the .pr^nt xnvention is. not specifically so restricted as thePost can be used for a variety of different uses.
b OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been conceived out of the need toprovide a post to ov,rco„e or at least ameliorate II 111

10 IZZZLT Provides an alternative

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
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Preferably. the flexible elastic portion is m»«0 f
co.pou.or a „a,erial having eiLar^T^T



Preferably ..the resilient elongate member is made from a high
density pol /ethylene.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

One embodiment of the present invention will now be described5 with reference to the drawings in which;
Fig.l is a perspective view of a guidepost of a first
embodiment,

;

Fig.
2 is a view of the guidepost of Fig.l; and

Fig.
3 is a side view of the guidepost of Fig.l.

10 BEST MODE OF CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Referring to Figs. 1,2 and 3. a guidepost 10 for use along the
side of the road to provide a visual guide to motorists of th*
position and direction of the road. includes an elongate member 11
which is made from a resilient material such as high density

15 polyethylene. This elongate member 11 is made from a resilient
material which is able to bend and be restored to its configur-
ation without breaking in most circumstances when a force is
applied thereto. such as when struck by a motor vehicle. The
elongate member 11 made from the resilient material also has the

20 property that it does riot cause any substantial damage to the
motor vehicle or its occupants when so struck by the motor
vehicle. The elongate member 11 preferably has a reflector (s)(not
illustrated) to reflect the lights of approaching motor vehicles
in the conventional manner.

25 The guidepost 10 also includes a. peg portion 12.which in this
preferred embodiment is made from steel and is thus able to be
forced into the ground beside the road. The peg portion 12 in
this embodiment has a pointed blade 13 and guides 14 along its
outside edges to assist the

:
ease of insertion into the ground.

30 A flexible hinge 15 connects between the elongate member ll and
the peg portion 12.The flexible hinge 15 preferably made from
a rubber compound or other such material. consists of a short
strip of flexible material which is fixed to the adjacent port-



ions of the elongate member 11 and the peg portion 12. In this
preferred embodiment, the hinge 15 is fixed by means of brackets
16,and Cherrymate Rivets ( Registered Trade Mark) 17. As seen from
the drawings, the hinge 15 spaces the elongate member 11 and the

5 peg portion 12 apart which therefore allows ^ ^ relative
pivotal movement there between.

I
.

The guidepost 10 of the preferred embodiment is used by forcing
)

it into the ground along the side of a road. The guidepost 10
can be inserted into the ground manually by the use of known

10 insertion tools or sledge hammers or the like bearing a down-
wards force on the peg portion 12. It is envisaged that a more
suitable method of insertion can be used where the guideposcs 10are automatically inserted by a machine atregular intervals

,;;
along the side of the road. This, would reduce the labour content

15 of the cost of installing the guideposts 10.

~. When in use, if the guidepost 10 is struck by a motor vehicle
the flexible hinge .15 bends due to the force applied and the'
elongate member 11 pivots about the hinge 15. The elongate
member 11 in most circumstances does not break and is not perm-

.' ... 20 anently damaged and returns to its upright position after the
motor vehicle- has passed.The flexibility of the hinge 15 allowsthe elongate member to return to its upright position even if itis struck by motor vehicles a number of times over a long

^

period of time. It may be necessary to occasionally replace a
..; 25 guidepost 10 if it is damaged by being struck by a motor vehiclem an. unusuallyexcessive fashion.

The foregoing describes only one embodiment of- the invention
.

and modifications obvious, to. those skilled in the art can bemade thereto without departing from the scope of the present
30 invention

For example. the guidepost can have a different type of mounting
or fixing requirements whereby the guidepost has to be mounted
to a concrete or like surface. eg. when used on a traffic island
In such an' example. the mounting means of- the guidepost includes
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The claims defining ihe invention are as follows:

1. A guidepost or similar such post which is flexible parti-cularly adjacent its base when inserted into the ground so
that it can easily bend when a force is exerted thereon. and

5 which has a substantially hard spike or like arrangement
which enables it to be easily inserted into the ground with-
out the need for a post hole to be provided for insertion.

2. A guidepost or similar such post which is flexible, parti-
cularly adjacent its base so that it can easily bend when a

10 force is exerted thereon, and which has a base or like arrange-
ment which enables it to be easily bolted or the like to
concrete or like surfaces.

3. A guidepost or similar such post of claims 1 and 2 comprising
of a resilient elongate member adapted to extend upwardly
from a surface to which said post is mounted or fixed and aflexible elastic portion connecting between said resilient
elongate member and a mounting or fixing means by which said
post is mounted or fixed to said surface. whereby said flexible
elastic portion allows said resilient elongate member to
deflect and return to an upright position following an appli-
cation of a force to same.

15

20

4,A guidepost or similar such post of claim 1 has in one pref-
erred form the mounting or fixing, means made from a hard

...
material and is adapted to be forced into the surface. when

25 the surface is relatively- soft ..such as the earth's ground
surface.

5. The guidepost or' similar such post of claim 1 has the mount-
ing or fixing., means preferably taken as the form of a metal
peg which is forced into the ground with the flexible elastic

30 portion of the post being adjacent the ground's surface when
erected.
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6. The guidepost or .simitar such po«t of claim 2 has the prefer
red mounting or fixing means of being bolted or similarly
connected to the surface to which the post is mounted or
erected.

5 7. The guidepost or similar such post Qf any claims 1 to 6 has
preferably the flexible elastic portion made from a rubber
compound or a material having similar properties to rubber
compounds

.

10

8. The guidepost or similar such post of any claims 1 to 6 has
preferably the resilient elongate member made from a high
density polyethylene or a material having similar properties
to high density polyethylene.

9. A guidepost or similar such post substantially as herein
described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

BARRY JOHN PHILLIPS 29 AUGUST 1996



ABSTRACT

A guidepost or similar such post is disclosed. The device is •

a resilient elongate member (11) connected to a short flexible

elastic portion (15) by brackets (16) and rivets (17) which

is connected to a metal peg (12) by brackets (16) and rivets

(17), which is driven into the ground by known tools without

the need for a post hole to be provided for insertion .The

device can be bent over many times and return to its erect

position without breaking.
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